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ABSTRACT 

Angular correlations in the cascade reaction e+e- -+ ‘Y’(2S) + rxb, xb + 

7T T -+ p.+p- or T + e+e- have been used for the first time to investigate 

the spins of the xb states. The results support the xb spins predicted by the 

potential models of heavy quarkonia. 
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The xb states have been detected’ by observing monochromatic lines in the 

inclusive photon spectrum from hadronic decays of T(2S) resonance: 

e+e- + T(2S) + 7x*, x* + hadrons . 

Assuming that these r-transitions proceed via electric dipole (El) emission, one 

can infer the spin (J) of the three observed xb states from the relative partial 

widths of the T(2S) decays, which are predicted by nonrelativistic potential 

models2 to be I’E~(~S~ +3 PJ) cx (2J + 1) . Et, where E, denotes the energy of 

the emitted photon. In fact, the measured branching ratios1 of T(2S) + 7~~ very 

much favor the theoretical prediction that the spins are 0, 1, 2, increasing with 

increasing JQ, mass. The spins cannot be determined from the inclusive spectrum 

using the angular distributions, because the resonance signals are observed on a 

very large background. 

The two higher mass xb states have also been observed3p4 in the radiative 

cascade transitions between the T(2S) and T resonances: 

e+e- + T(2S) + 7xb, xb 4 7T, T + p+p- or T + e+e- . (2) 

Although the number of observed events is small, this channel has very low 

background. A study of the angular correlations in the cascade sample provides 

the possibility of measuring x* spins directly, as has been done already for the 

charmonium system. 5-8 The results of such an analysis are presented below. 

The data for this analysis were collected with the Crystal Ball detector at 

the e+e- storage ring DORIS-II at DESY between Fall 1982 and Spring 1984. 

An integrated luminosity of 63 pb-l on the T(2S) resonance was accumulated, 

corresponding to (200 f 16) . lo3 T(2S) resonance decays. 
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The main part of the Crystal Ball detector 8 consists of a highly segmented 

spherical shell of NaI crystals. The good energy resolution for electromagnetically 

showering particles a(E)/E = 2.7%/e (E in GeV) plays the crucial role in 

this analysis, allowing separation of the events decaying via different x* states. 

The uniform acceptance over a large solid angle and good angular resolution for 

photons (lo - 2’) make the Crystal Ball well suited to study angular correlations 

in the 77Z+Z- channel. 

Events with two photons and two nearly back-to-back muons or electrons 

have been selected using criteria very similar to those described in Ref. 4. The 

cuts have been slightly changed9 to maximize the geometrical acceptance. The 

energy distribution of the low energy photon corresponding to the radiative decay 

of the T(2S) in the final cascade sample is plotted in Fig. 1. The two peaks at 

108 and 132 MeV, with widths consistent with our energy resolution, correspond 

to the two higher mass xb states seen in the inclusive analyses of T(2S) + 7~~ 

(we will call them x; and xf states). Transitions to the third xb state with 

expected photon energy about 164 MeV are not seen in this channel with the 

present experimental statistics. 

. Within the ranges indicated in Fig. 1 we obtain 66 events, Na, (34 77/.~+~-, 

N1,“, and 32 77e + -, NF) for the x; state and 71 events, Np, (33 77~+~-, Ni, e 

and 38 77e+e-, Nf ) for the x f state. The backgrounds are estimated from 

the fit displayed in Fig. 1. We find 2.9 f 1.1 events in each xb sample coming 

from background processes (mainly from double radiative Bhabha scattering). 

Because of a low energy tail in the NaI line shape we expect a feed-down from 

the xf resonance to the x: sample of 7.7 f 0.9 events. The total background 

contribution is (16 f 2)% in the x: sample and (4 f 2)% in the xf sample. 
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Because the number of events is small, one-dimensional angular distributions 

cannot distinguish among different spin hypotheses. The full angular correlation 

in the cascade process is analyzed to extract the maximum information about 

the xb spins. The full angular distribution5 IV(n) is a function of 6 independent 

angles n (e.g., directions of the two photons and the direction of one of the final 

state leptons, the two of which are exactly back-to-back in the T rest frame). 

W(n) depends on the X~ spin (J), the transition multipoles and the beam polar- 

ization (P). The DORIS-II beams are highly transversely polarized at the T(2S) 

energy. We obtain a value P = (75 f 5)Y o measuring the azimuthal angular dis- 

tribution of the muons for the QED process e+e- + p+p-. With unpolarized 

beams we would need twice the number of events to have the same sensitivity 

for the xb determination, 5 even though no additional phase information is gained 

from the polarization (see Ref. 5, footnote 9). 

In order to find out whether the angular distributions of the events are con- 

sistent with a hypothetical xb spin Jhyp, we have used likelihood functions and 

likelihood ratios which result in test functions of the form: 

T(&, . ..~. f--h) = &Ii) . 
i=l 

Here $& denotes the measured values of all 6 independent angles in the jth event, 

N the number of events in the data sample and Z(s2) one of the various functions 

of measured angles to be specified later. To get a confidence level for the given 

spin hypothesis, JhyP, one compares the observed value of the test function Tabs 

with the probability density distribution of T under this spin hypothesis (see e.g., 

Ref. 10, pp. 215-218). The Monte Carlo (MC) method can be used to obtain this 

probability density distribution. In principle, one generates a large number of 
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MC experiments, with N events each (the same number of events as in the & 

data sample), according to the theoretical5 angular distribution WJ,,~~(S~) convo- 

luted with the detector acceptance and resolution. The distribution of T values 

calculated for the MC experiments gives an estimate of the true distribution of T 

for JhYP. The Central Limit Theorem (see e.g., Ref. 10, p. 40) predicts that dis- 

tributions of T are Gaussian for large N. Applying the Gaussian approximation, 

we express our results in standard deviations, A =I Tabs - (T)J~~~ 1 /~(T)J,,~~. 

Here (0 Jhyp is the mean value and a2 (T)J,,, is the variance of the distribution 

of T under the spin hypothesis JhYP, both obtained with the MC simulation. 

In practice a somewhat modified method was used to calculate the hypotheti- 

cal density distributions in order to save computer time. In the MC, the directions 

of the three successive two-body decays were generated isotropically. After the 

detector response was simulated, the MC events were selected by the same pro- 

grams as used for the real data. Because of the Gaussian limit mentioned above, 

there was no need to group MC events into experiments of N events each, because 

all necessary parameters describing the distribution of T for N = NP + Ne events 

could be obtained from single-event expectation values of Z(n) and Z(R)2; (T) = 

N,(z), + NeV)e, a2(T) = N,,N~(Z)~ +Nea2(Z),, where a2(Z) = (Z2) - (Z)2. A total 

number of about 2. lo4 77~+~-, nP, and lo4 77e+e-, n,, MC events passing all 

cuts were available. When calculating the expectation values, (Z).rhyp and (Z2).r,,,,, 

the isotropically generated MC events were given the weights wi = WJ~~~(!I,), 

such that 

Wj ’ l(nj) 

(0 
j=l 

Jhrp = 

5 
(n = np or n,) , 

wj 
j=l 
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and similarly for (Z2). Th e reweighting method applied here allowed economies 

of computation, necessary to simulate properly the detector response. 

The deviation of the true distributions of T from their Gaussian approxima- 

tions was studied with large MC sample of about 4. lo6 events grouped into 5. lo4 

experiments for each JhYP. However, these MC events were subjected only to the 

simple geometrical cuts and not to the full detector response simulation. The 

deviations from the Gaussian distributions with parameters obtained from the 

same MC samples were small, at least in the region of f3 standard deviations. 

In addition to the Gaussian approximation, there are other systematic effects in 

our analysis. They arise from uncertainty in the beam polarization value, back- 

ground in the data samples, and the limited number of the MC events. All four 

contributions to the systematic errors were added linearly and are expressed by 

quoting a range of corresponding confidence levels. 

To test spin hypothesis J for a given line we use the log-likelihood function, 

as the test function (Ref. 10, p. 271). Starting with J = 0, we find that the 

observed value of the test function (4) disagrees with the mean value of this test 

function for the Jhyp = 0 MC simulation at 2.9 standard deviations for the 

xt sample and 5.2 standard deviations for the xf sample. The corresponding 

confidence level (two-sided probability) for spin 0 for the x; state is (0.4+:$% 

and much less for the xf state (see Table 1). 

For higher spin values (J > 0) the angular distribution is not uniquely deter- 

mined by the spin hypothesis, but also depends on the multipole structure of the 
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cascade photon transitions. Both transitions have to be pure dipole for J = 0 

by angular momentum conservation, thus there is no ambiguity for the spin 0 

case. Because of the limited experimental statistics, we do not leave multipoles 

as free parameters in our analysis, but we adopt the prediction of the nonrela- 

tivistic quarkonium model that the electric dipole transitions dominate for any 

spin value. For xb states of spin 1 and 2, higher multipoles can contribute: mag- 

netic quadrupole (M2) for spin 1 and up to electric octupole (E3) for spin 2. The 

single-quark-transition picture in the quarkonium model predicts negligible oc- 

tupole transition rates (see Ref. 6, section IV). In the nonrelativistic quark model 

the quadrupole amplitudes are also expected to be very sma11.5y6 This prediction 

finds experimental support in the Crystal Ball results for charmonium,’ which 

show that all cascade transitions are pure dipole, within small errors, except for 

a possible non-zero quadrupole amplitude in the radiative decay of the spin 2 xc 

state (I’M~/I’E~ = 12t;2%). Magnetic quadrupole transitions, being relativis- 

tic effects, should be even more suppressed in the T family; the scaling rule5 

I’M~/I’,Q oc (~/MQ)~, MQ the quark mass, gives an additional suppression by 

an order of magnitude. 

. Even constraining multipoles, we cannot rule out any J > 0 hypotheses at 

high confidence levels with use of the test function (4). In fact, our MC simulation 

shows that discrimination power among different spin values decreases rapidly 

with increasing spin Jhyp for a test function of the type (4). The most powerful 

test of a spin hypothesis J against another one J’ is obtained by applying the 

likelihood ratio test (Ref. 10, p. 224), 

T = In (5) 
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To limit the number of spin combinations, we assume the quarkonium model 

prediction, J 5 2. -Having previously ruled out spin 0, only the two possibilities 

J hyp = 1,2 remain. Results of tests using the test function (5) and J = 2, J’ = 1 

are presented in Table 1. The data favor spin 2 for the x: state and spin 1 for the 

xf state, as predicted by the semirelativistic potential models of heavy quarkonia. 

The confidence levels for the reverse spin assignments (one-sided probabilities) 

are (4+!)% for Ja = 1 and (4+$% for Jp = 2. 

Noting that in the quarkonium model the states cannot have the same spin, 

it makes sense to test the global spin assignment Ja = 1, Jp = 2 against Ja = 

2, Jp = 1 with combined data from both x, samples. With the likelihood ratio 

test, 

(6) 

we find (Table 1) that the data agree very well with the expected spin assign- 

ment Ja = 2, Jp = 1, and rule out the hypothesis Ja = 1, Jp = 2 which has 

a confidence level of only (0.6::::)%. (This last test can be considered simply 

as quantifying the combination of the previous two independent line results with 

the added constraint from the quark model that the spins must be different.) It 

should be mentioned that not only does Tabs agree with (T)J,,~* under the ex- 

pected Jhyp for all test functions, but also the observed single event distributions 

of Z(n) are compatible with the MC simulation. 

In summary, the analysis of angular correlations in the cascade process e+e- + 

r(2S) -+ rxb + 77T --+ 77 (e+e- or p+p-) allows us to rule out with high con- 
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fidence a spin 0 assignment for the two higher mass xb states. Assuming pure 

electric dipole photon transitions we can also exclude at 99.4% C.L. the global 

spin assignment J = 1 for the highest mass xb state and J = 2 for the next 

highest one. The data agree with the xb spins predicted by potential models of 

heavy quarkonia; spin 1 for xb (9891) and spin 2 for xb (9915). 
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Table 1. Results of the spin tests. 

Test Function 

T=zlnt 

t = wJ=o 

t = wJ&wJ=I 

t= wJ=2/wJ=1 for Cy 

wJ=l/wJ=2 for p 

State 

P 
‘b 

x;, xf 

Jhw 
0 

0 

1, 2 

2, 1 

A 

2.9 

5.2 

1.8 4+6 -1 

0.3 38+’ -4 

0.4 34+12 -4 

1.7 4+l -2 

2.5 

0.5 

C.L. in % 

0 4’0.6 
- -0.4 

<.Ol 

o 6+i.2 
* -0.3 

31+11 -4 
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FIGURE CAPTION 

Figure 1. Energy distribution of the low energy photon in the sample of 

yyyc~+p- and rre+e- events. The solid line shows the fit to the data of two 

monoenergetic r-lines (asymmetric NaI line shape) and flat background. The 

dashed lines indicate the cuts defining the data samples for the spin analysis. 
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